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[1] A new overflow parameterization (OFP) of density‐driven flows through ocean ridges
via narrow, unresolved channels has been developed and implemented in the ocean
component of the Community Climate System Model version 4. It represents exchanges
from the Nordic Seas and the Antarctic shelves, associated entrainment, and subsequent
injection of overflow product waters into the abyssal basins. We investigate the effects of
the parameterized Denmark Strait (DS) and Faroe Bank Channel (FBC) overflows on the
ocean circulation, showing their impacts on the Atlantic Meridional Overturning
Circulation and the North Atlantic climate. The OFP is based on the Marginal Sea Boundary
Condition scheme of Price and Yang (1998), but there are significant differences that are
described in detail. Two uncoupled (ocean‐only) and two fully coupled simulations are
analyzed. Each pair consists of one case with the OFP and a control case without this
parameterization. In both uncoupled and coupled experiments, the parameterized DS and
FBC source volume transports are within the range of observed estimates. The entrainment
volume transports remain lower than observational estimates, leading to lower than
observed product volume transports. Due to low entrainment, the product and source
water properties are too similar. The DS and FBC overflow temperature and salinity
properties are in better agreement with observations in the uncoupled case than in the
coupled simulation, likely reflecting surface flux differences. The most significant impact
of the OFP is the improved North Atlantic Deep Water penetration depth, leading to a
much better comparison with the observational data and significantly reducing the
chronic, shallow penetration depth bias in level coordinate models. This improvement is due
to the deeper penetration of the southward flowing Deep Western Boundary Current. In
comparison with control experiments without the OFP, the abyssal ventilation rates increase
in the North Atlantic. In the uncoupled simulation with the OFP, the warm bias of the control
simulation in the deep North Atlantic is substantially reduced along with salinity bias
reductions in the northern North Atlantic. There are similar but more modest bias
reductions in the deep temperature and salinity distributions especially in the northern
North Atlantic in the coupled OFP case. In coupled simulations, there are noticeable
impacts of the OFP on climate. The sea surface temperatures (SSTs) are warmer by
more than 5°C off the North American coast and bymore than 1°C in the Nordic Sea with the
OFP. The surface heat fluxes mostly act to diminish these SST changes. There are
related changes in the sea level pressure, leading to about 15% weaker westerly wind
stress in the northern North Atlantic. In response to the warmer Nordic Sea SSTs, there are
reductions in the sea ice extent, improving comparisons with observations. Although the
OFP cases improve many aspects of the simulations compared to observations, some
significant biases remain, more in coupled than in uncoupled simulations.
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1. Introduction

[2] The Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation
(AMOC) with its associated heat and salt transports signif-
icantly influences the climate of the North Atlantic and

surrounding areas. Many coupled climate modeling studies
[e.g., Delworth et al., 1993] suggest that changes in the
AMOC affect the Sea Surface Temperature (SST) variability.
Through atmospheric interactions, these SST changes can
impact even the global climate on interannual and (multi)
decadal time scales [see Hurrell et al., 2006, and references
therein]. In addition, major changes in the AMOC have been
implicated to explain some past abrupt climate change events
[e.g., Broecker, 2003]. Motivated by its prominent role in
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the Earth’s climate system and potential predictability of its
variations on decadal and longer time scales [Griffies and
Bryan, 1997], the AMOC and its behavior under various
climate scenarios have been the subject of many recent
studies [e.g., Meehl et al., 2006; Nakashiki et al., 2006;
Danabasoglu, 2008]. The overflow waters from the Nordic
Sea through the Denmark Strait (DS) and the Faroe Bank
Channel (FBC) combine with the Labrador Sea deep con-
vection to supply the lower branch of the AMOC, known as
the North Atlantic Deep Water (NADW). These two gravity
currents are flows of dense waters formed in the Nordic Sea.
In general, such overflows include three processes: water
exchange dynamics as they flow through narrow straits or
channels, entrainment of ambient waters as they descend
down the continental slopes, and finally intrusion at the
depth where they are either neutrally buoyant or they
become a bottom density current.
[3] The small‐scale nature of these overflow processes

with horizontal and vertical length scales as small as 1 km
and 10 m, respectively, requires finer horizontal and vertical
resolutions than usual for their proper explicit representa-
tions in Ocean General Circulation Models (OGCMs). Most
of the present‐day OGCMs used in coupled climate studies
employ horizontal resolutions of about 1°, while their ver-
tical resolutions are about 50–200 m in the mid‐depth and
abyssal oceans. Therefore, the overflow processes remain
subgrid scale in these models. Indeed, Riemenschneider and
Legg [2007] demonstrate that the FBC overflow structure
and the entrainment magnitude become comparable to
observations only in their highest‐resolution simulation with
a 2 km horizontal and 25 m vertical resolution. Similarly,
Chang et al. [2009] report reasonable DS and FBC overflow
properties only with their finest 1/12° horizontal resolution
model version.
[4] The entrainment by the overflow waters can strongly

depend on a model’s vertical coordinate system [Griffies et
al., 2000]. In particular, the flows over staircase topography
in a level coordinate model tends to have excessive con-
vective entrainment, resulting in deep waters that are too
light and that remain too shallow [Roberts et al., 1996;
Winton et al., 1998]. Even if a model with a cold Nordic Sea
produces the densest possible source waters, the properties
of the product water will be quite different than observed
due to poorly represented mixing. This represents a long‐
standing, shallow penetration depth bias of the NADW in
level coordinate models compared to observations. The
recent observations of the AMOC at 26.5°N (RAPID)
[Cunningham et al., 2007] give estimates of the 4 year mean
(April 2004 to April 2008) NADW depth, denoted here
DAMOC, as about 4350 m. In contrast, in most level coor-
dinate models, DAMOC remains much shallower, e.g., 3000–
3400 m in the work of Bryan et al. [2006]. One simple
approach to remedy this bias has been to artificially modify
a model’s bottom topography to widen narrow pathways and
to deepen downstream of these channels to reduce excessive
entrainment in overflow regions. In addition to its ad hoc
nature, Roberts and Wood [1997] show uncomfortably large
sensitivities of the model solutions to seemingly small bottom
topography changes in the DS and Iceland‐Scotland ridge in
a level coordinate ocean model. Another approach is to use
very high‐resolution nested grids in overflow regions.
Despite its potential, this path presents technical challenges

primarily involving two‐way grid interactions, and hence
has not been pursued. We also note that use of shaved/
partial bottom cells does not appear to lead to improvements
in steep‐sloped regions such as the overflow areas [see
Griffies et al., 2000].
[5] An attractive alternative to the above approaches is to

parameterize the overflows to include their effects in
OGCMs of any resolution. Given, for example, the intimate
relationship between the DS and FBC overflows and the
AMOC and the AMOC’s prominent role in affecting the
Earth’s climate, such overflow parameterizations should be
physically based to produce accurate and credible simula-
tions and predictions of the AMOC behavior and its vari-
ability. As reviewed by Tang and Roberts [2005], several
bottom boundary layer parameterizations have been devel-
oped to represent the dense water overflows in OGCMs [e.g.,
Beckmann and Doescher, 1997; Campin and Goosse, 1999;
Killworth and Edwards, 1999]. Some of these para-
meterizations [e.g., Beckmann and Doescher, 1997] have
been used in various ocean models with some mixed results
[e.g., Doney and Hecht, 2002; Griffies et al., 2005; Tang and
Roberts, 2005].
[6] Another set of parameterizations for overflows is

based on streamtube approaches [Smith, 1975; Killworth,
1977; Price and Baringer, 1994; Emms, 1997]. In particu-
lar, Price and Yang [1998; hereafter PY98] construct an
overflow parameterization as a Marginal Sea Boundary
Condition (MSBC) for an OGCM. This scheme uses the
Whitehead et al. [1974] model for maximal geostrophic
source flow through a strait. Then, entrainment is described
by an end‐point model of entraining, rotating density current
following Price and Baringer [1994]. The mixed product
water is then passed to the ocean model for injection at a
suitable depth. PY98 along with some other recent overflow
parameterizations [e.g., Kosters et al., 2005; Born et al.,
2009] assumes that both the DS and FBC overflows are
hydraulically controlled. This has only recently been con-
firmed to be a rather good assumption for both overflows
[Kosters, 2004; Girton et al., 2006; Enmar et al., 2009]. We
also note that the parameterization of entrainment due to
shear‐driven mixing remains an active research area with
parameterizations based on a critical Froude number as in
the work of Price and Baringer [1994] [e.g., Hallberg,
2000; Xu et al., 2006; Jackson et al., 2008], schemes that
also include subcritical Froude number entrainment [e.g.,
Cenedese and Adduce, 2010], and others, for example, that
are based on second‐order turbulent closures [e.g., Ilicak et
al., 2008a, 2008b, 2009].
[7] Recently, Wu et al. [2007] have used a Parameterized

Mediterranean Overflow (PMO) based on thisMSBC scheme
to successfully incorporate the effects of the Mediterranean
overflow through the Strait of Gibraltar. However, the PMO
is restricted to cases where the overflow is balanced by
inflow directly above it, as is the case at Gibraltar. In the
present study, we remove this restriction, and develop a new
overflow parameterization (OFP) for flows through deep
ridges via channels (e.g., DS and FBC) and continental shelf
(e.g., Weddell and Ross Sea) overflows. Although the OFP
is based on the PY98 MSBC scheme, there are substantial
differences between the two. First, in the OFP, the input
fields for the exchange and entrainment formulas evolve
prognostically. Secondly, the marginal seas providing the
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overflow source waters (e.g., the Nordic Sea) are part of the
prognostic model domain rather than just some marginal sea
boundary conditions as in the MSBC, and the inflow into
these marginal seas is accomplished by the prognostic flow
in contrast with a parameterized inflow in the MSBC.
Finally, treatment of the baroclinic and barotropic momentum
and continuity equations is entirely new.
[8] In our implementation here, we focus on the Nordic

Sea overflows for two reasons: (1) there are considerably
more observational estimates of the DS and FBC overflow
properties than for the Ross and Weddell Sea overflows,
thus making an assessment of the OFP in comparison with
the observations more meaningful, and (2) both the DS and
FBC directly affect the AMOC with potentially important
impacts on climate. Therefore, this study concerns exam-
ining the impacts of the parameterized DS and FBC over-
flows on the ocean circulation and climate, focusing on the
North Atlantic. We pay particular attention to the effects of
these parameterized overflows on DAMOC. In the present
work, FBC parameterization includes only the overflow
branch between the Faroe Bank and Faroe Islands, carrying
the largest fraction of the total estimated overflow transport
across the Scotland‐Iceland Ridge. The paper is organized
as follows. Section 2 and Appendix A present the OFP and a
summary of its implementation in the Community Climate
System Model version 4 (CCSM4). An assessment of the
OFP in comparison with available observations is given in
Appendix B and summarized in section 3. The numerical
model and experiments are described in section 4. The model

results from both ocean‐only and fully coupled climate
simulations are presented in section 5. We use the ocean‐
only cases for verification of the OFP, while the coupled
cases are used primarily to document climate impacts.
Finally, a summary and discussions are given in section 6.

2. Overflow Parameterization

[9] In this section, we present a brief summary of the
OFP, noting differences with the PMO. Further details of the
scheme are given in Appendix A, and a complete descrip-
tion can be found in Briegleb et al. [2010; available at http://
www.cgd.ucar.edu/oce/about/staff/gokhan/]. Throughout the
manuscript, the subscripts i, s, e, and p are used to denote
interior, source, entrainment, and product water properties,
respectively. Figure 1 is a schematic representation of the key
parameters of a parameterized overflow: the latitude, �,
the sill depth, ds, the width of the channel at the sill, Ws,
the thickness of the overflow at the sill, hs, the depth of the
entrainment at the shelf break, de, the maximum bottom
slope near the shelf break, a, the distance from the sill to the
shelf break, xssb, and the bottom drag coefficient, Cd. Values
for all these parameters as specified for both the DS and FBC
are given in Table 1.
[10] In Figure 1, the vertical cross section of the bottom

topography is shown as it might be represented in a level
coordinate model. With the usual prognostic, rather than
parameterized, overflow, the model level corresponding to
the sill depth (the green grid cell in Figure 1) is above the

Figure 1. A schematic of the Nordic Sea overflows. T, S, r, andM represent potential temperature, salinity,
density, and volume transport, respectively. The subscripts s, i, e, and p refer to properties of the overflow
source water at the sill depth, the interior water at the sill depth, the entrainment water, and the product water,
respectively. The thick, short arrows indicate flow directions. The sill depth lies within the green box of
raised bottom topography. The other boxes (except the orange product box) represent the regions whose
T and S are used to compute the necessary densities. All parameters shown in black are constants specified
for a particular overflow (Table 1). See section 2 for further details.
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topography. Dense source water at the sill depth flows
across the sill, then convects downstream, and in this
manner continues down the staircase topography. Unfortu-
nately, such a descent is known to produce excessive
entrainment, leading to a too‐shallow penetration depth, and
to contribute to the chronic shallow DAMOC problem. Wu et
al. [2007] found two solutions for the Mediterranean over-
flow: the PMO and cliff topography. The latter is used in
CCSM4, because of its simplicity: immediately downstream
of the sill grid point, the topography falls to about 2000 m,
which is far below the expected penetration depth of about
1000 m. With this configuration, the Mediterranean over-
flow waters avoid the excess entrainment and can convect
down to the expected penetration depth.
[11] The key to a general OFP is to shut off prognostic

overflow by raising the topography above sill depth, as
illustrated in Figure 1 by the green grid cell. In practice, this
popped‐up topography occurs at a minimum of three later-
ally neighboring grid cells, which become the source water
removal sites shown in Figure 2 by the dashed arrows
emanating from the source water regions labeled S upstream
of both DS and FBC. These pop‐ups are the only topo-
graphic differences between simulations with and without
the OFP. With the OFP, source flow velocity and associated
tracer fluxes are imposed as boundary conditions at the
source water removal sites, as represented by the blue box in
Figure 1. Similarly, the entrainment removal sites are a
minimum of three neighboring grid cells at the entrainment
depth. These sites are shown in Figure 2 by the dashed lines
emanating from the entrainment water regions, labeled E,
downstream of both DS and FBC. The entrainment velocity
and tracer fluxes (brown box in Figure 1) are imposed as
side boundary conditions at these sites.
[12] Also represented schematically in Figure 1 are the

input parameters from the OGCM; the potential temperature
and salinity of the source water at the sill depth (Ts and Ss;
blue box), of the interior at the sill depth (Ti and Si; red box),
and of the entrained water at the entrainment depth (Te and
Se; brown box). In practice, these properties are horizontal
averages over the OGCM regions shown in Figure 2 as S, I,
and E, respectively, for both the DS and FBC regions. Some
such averaging is necessary for numerical stability, but re-
sults are not overly sensitive because horizontal gradients
are much less than vertical.
[13] From these inputs, the OGCM equation of state, r

(potential temperature, salinity, depth), is used to compute

the time varying reduced gravities that drive the parame-
terized overflows:

gs
0 ¼ g

�0
� Ts; Ss; dsð Þ � � Ti; Si; dsð Þð Þ; ð1aÞ

ge
0 ¼ g

�0
� Ts; Ss; deð Þ � � Te; Se; deð Þð Þ; ð1bÞ

where g is the gravitational acceleration and r0 = 1027 kgm
−3

is a reference density. For both the DS and FBC, the radius
of deformation is less than Ws and the return flow is not
geometrically constrained, so the Whitehead et al. [1974]
expression for rotating, hydraulically controlled maximum
geostrophic flow through a strait gives the source overflow
transport, Ms, as

Ms ¼ 9

8

gs0h2s
f

; ð2Þ

where f is the Coriolis parameter at latitude �. The PMO
uses a different expression because the return flow like the
source is constrained to the Strait of Gibraltar. There is
nonzero source overflow only for g′s > 0.
[14] Like the PMO, the Price and Baringer [1994] end‐

point model of an entraining, rotating density current gives
the entrainment transport, Me, as

Me ¼ Ms ge
0F �; f ;Cd ;Ms;Wssbð Þf g2=3�1

� �
; ð3Þ

where the term in braces is a geostrophic Froude number,
Fgeo, F is a formal function representing the other depen-
dencies of Fgeo detailed in Appendix A, and Wssb is the
width of the overflow at the shelf break which itself is a
function ofMs along with the specified parameters of Table 1.
There is nonzero entrainment only for Ms > 0, Fgeo > 1,
and g′e > 0.
[15] The source and entrainment transports combine to

form the product water and define the entrainment parameter
#

Mp ¼ Ms þMe; ð4Þ

# ¼ Me

Ms þMe
¼ Me

Mp
: ð5Þ

From tracer conservation, the product water T and S are
given by

Tp ¼ Ts 1� #ð Þ þ Te#; Sp ¼ Ss 1� #ð Þ þ Se#: ð6Þ

A similar weighting by (1 − #) and # gives the product water
value of any tracer, e.g., ideal age described in section 5.
[16] Perhaps the most subjective, and hence model spe-

cific, piece of the OFP is the product water injection sites
that define the implicit product water pathway following
entrainment for each overflow. In general, for each overflow
a minimum of three neighboring grid cells need to be
identified for each model level below sill depth. In practice,
levels need only span the depth range of the staircase
topography. For example, Np = 8 levels, discrete depth levels

Table 1. Specified Parameters (Constants in the Model) for the
DS and FBC Overflow Parameterizations

Parameter Symbol Units DS FBC

Latitude � °N 65 62
Sill depth ds m 483 787
Channel width at ds Ws km 50 15
Source water thickness at ds hs m 300 200
Entrainment depth at shelf break de m 879 985
Maximum bottom slope near shelf

break
a 0.025 0.015

Bottom drag coefficient Cd 0.003 0.003
Distance from sill to shelf break xssb km 100 250
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43 through 50 (see section 4 and Figure 2), suffice for both
DS and FBC. Here, Np represents the number of product
water injection sites. The geographic locations of these sites
are shown by the white lines in Figure 2, with dashed white
arrows emanating from the deepest in the injection direction.
There are only 7 DS locations and 6 FBC, because sites at
adjacent levels can be at the same locations (e.g., 45 and 46
at DS, 44 and 45 as well as 46 and 47 at FBC).
[17] Determination of the product water injection site

requires additional input from the OGCM; the potential
temperature Tn and salinity Sn at each of the Np product
injection sites. As n increases from 1 to Np, the associated
depth dn increases and the location moves downslope unless
there is a topographic cliff (e.g., DS levels 45 and 46; n = 3
and 4). The search for the injection sites begins with n =

Np − 1 and ends with n = 1. However, the first time the
condition

� Tp; Sp; dn
� �

> � Tn; Sn; dnð Þ ð7Þ

is satisfied, the search stops and the product water is injected
through side boundary conditions at the sites corresponding
to the level of depth dn+1. In cases where this condition is
satisfied for n =Np − 1 the injection occurs at the deepest sites,
as a dense bottom current that is free to flow without exces-
sive entrainment, because of the relatively flat downstream
topography shown in Figure 2. The product water injection
occurs at the shallowest site when (7) is not satisfied.
[18] As detailed in Appendix A, the CCSM4 ocean model

employs the common barotropic‐baroclinic split method to

Figure 2. Bottom topography as represented in the model in the vicinity of the Denmark Strait (DS) and
Faroe Bank Channel (FBC) overflows. The colors indicate the model vertical levels. The corresponding
depths are given above the color bar. The boxed regions denoted by I, E, and S indicate the interior,
entrainment (thin box), and source regions in the horizontal, respectively, whose T and S properties
are used to compute the necessary densities. The source and entrainment box edges at which the respec-
tive water properties and transports are imposed as side boundary conditions in the OGCM are indicated
by the black arrows, showing directions corresponding to flows out of the OGCM domain. The white
lines denoted by P show the prespecified product water injection locations into the OGCM domain.
All product water sites have the same injection direction as denoted by the white arrows drawn at only
a few of the sites for clarity.
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solve the momentum equations. Imposing volume transports
as side wall boundary conditions at the source, entrainment,
and product sites requires careful modifications to this
method to ensure local mass (volume) conservation from
which global conservation must follow. The PMO is much
simpler, because mass is conserved by an inflow co‐located
with the source on the same vertical plane, so that there is no
effect on the barotropic solution.

3. Diagnostic Assessment of the OFP

[19] A necessary test of the OFP, its numerical imple-
mentation, and the parameter choices of Table 1 is to assess
whether it reproduces observed Nordic Sea overflow prop-
erties (see Appendix B and Tables 2 and 3) given observed
state inputs. We note that this assessment does not test the
impacts on DAMOC. Here, we use the annual mean clima-
tological T and S Polar Science Center Hydrographic Cli-
matology (PHC2) data sets (a blending of the Levitus et al.
[1998] and Steele et al. [2001] data for the Arctic Ocean) as
inputs to the parameterization. The resulting overflow
properties are shown in Tables 2 and 3 for DS and FBC,
respectively, in the OFP column, but because these OFP Ts
and Ss are averages over large volume climatologies, we do
not necessarily expect them to closely match mostly local
measurements in the “observations” column.
[20] In DS, in comparison with the observations, the OFP

values of Ts = 0.31°C, Ss = 34.91 psu, rs = 1028.02 kg m−3,
and Ms = 3.0 Sv (1 Sv ≡ 106 m3 s−1) are all in rather good
agreement. However, Me = 0.7 Sv and hence the resulting
Mp = 3.7 Sv in the OFP are lower than estimates given in the
Table of Observations (TO [Legg et al., 2009], see
Appendix B) and in the work of Dickson and Brown [1994],

but they both compare more favorably with the lower esti-
mates of Me = 1.2 and Mp = 3.9 Sv from Girton and Sanford
[2003]. As a result of low entrainment, the OFP Tp and Sp
largely reflect the characteristics of the source water, and the
overly dense product water penetrates below 3000 m depth.
[21] In FBC, theOFP values ofTs =−0.66°C, Ss= 34.90 psu,

and hence rs = 1028.06 kg m−3 are in excellent agreement
with the observational estimates. Similarly, Ms = 2.2 Sv is
within the observed ranges, supporting the model fidelity.
As in DS, Me = 0.5 Sv and hence Mp = 2.7 Sv with the OFP
remain lower than the TO and Dickson and Brown [1994]
estimated transports. However, when compared to the
more recent observational mean estimates of Me = 0.3 and
Mp = 2.7 Sv at 150 km downstream of the sill from
Mauritzen et al. [2005], the parameterized transports are in
good agreement, as are Tp and Sp in OFP. The FBC product
water penetrates below 3000 m depth as in DS, again in
good agreement with the observations.
[22] Some averaging of T and S used for reduced gravity

calculations in (1) is necessary for numerical stability, but
fortunately there appears to be little impact on the OFP, and
onMe in particular. Therefore, these averaging regions (S, E,
and I in Figure 2) are made quite large. Arguably, the
observational entrainment transport estimates have large
uncertainties due to both inherent measurement difficulties
and substantial spatial and temporal variability of the over-
flow waters [Mauritzen et al., 2005]. Nevertheless, our
parameterized Me remains mostly below these observational
estimates. Such low Me is also seen in high‐resolution
regional models in which the Nordic Sea overflows are
explicitly resolved. For example, the FBCMe is 0.9 Sv in the
2 km resolution model of Riemenschneider and Legg [2007]
and the DS Me is about 1.4 Sv in a 1/12° model used by

Table 2. DS Overflow Properties From Observations and Simulations OFP, OCN*, and CCSM*a

Observations Observation Estimates From OFP OCN* CCSM*

Ts 0.25 Table of Observations from Legg et al. [2009]b 0.31 0.79 2.61
−0.4–0.7 Macrander et al. [2005, 2007]

Ss 34.81 Table of Observations from Legg et al. [2009]b 34.91 34.86 35.20
rs 1027.94 Table of Observations from Legg et al. [2009]b 1028.02 1027.95 1028.08
Ms 2.9 Table of Observations from Legg et al. [2009]b,

Dickson and Brown [1994]
3.0 2.9 2.6

3–4 Dye et al. [2007]
2.6–3.8 Macrander et al. [2005, 2007]
2.7 Girton and Sanford [2003]

Te – 4.41 5.71 7.35
Se – 34.99 35.10 35.56
re – 1027.73 1027.67 1027.81
Me 2.3 Table of Observations from Legg et al. [2009]b,

Dickson and Brown [1994]
0.7 0.8 0.7

1.2 Girton and Sanford [2003]
Tp 2.1 Table of Observations from Legg et al. [2009]b 1.09 1.82 3.60
Sp 34.84 Table of Observations from Legg et al. [2009]b 34.93 34.91 35.28
rp 1027.85 Table of Observations from Legg et al. [2009]b 1027.98 1027.91 1028.05
Mp 5.2 Table of Observations from Legg et al. [2009]b,

Dickson and Brown [1994]
3.7 3.7 3.3

3.9 Girton and Sanford [2003]
dp >1600 Table of Observations from Legg et al. [2009]b >3000 1969c 1969c

aT, S, r, and M represent potential temperature (°C), salinity (psu), density (referenced to surface) (kg m−3), and volume transport (Sv), respectively.
Here dp is the product water depth in meters. The model dp represents the middepth of the model vertical level into which the product water is
injected. The values from OCN* and CCSM* represent 10 and 30 year means, respectively.

bIn which the DS data are based on the field campaigns described by Girton and Sanford [2003].
cHere the top and the bottom depths of this level are 1863 and 2075 m, respectively.
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Chang et al. [2009]. The choices of a, Cd, and xssb exert
considerable control on Me, largely through their impacts on
the speed and width of the downstream flow. For example,
setting a = 0.03, Cd = 4 × 10−3, and xssb = 150 km for DS
and a = 0.02 and Cd = 4 × 10−3 for FBC results in Me = 1.8
and 1.9 Sv, respectively. However, prognostic model simu-
lations with these parameter values eventually produce
much shallower product depths due to lighter product water
densities. Therefore, we have chosen to proceed with more
defensible parameters and hence somewhat lower‐than‐
observed Me, in favor of denser and deeper‐penetrating
product waters. We note that another approach could be to
modify directly howWssb is calculated to boostMe, based on
both observational and high‐resolution model data (J. Price,
personal communication). Unfortunately, this approach
cannot be adopted in a climate model because such a Wssb

formulation is fixed in time for the present‐day conditions
and cannot respond to any changes in climate unlike the
time‐dependent form of Wssb given in (A10) used in this
study.

4. Numerical Model and Experiments

[23] The OFP has been implemented in the CCSM4 ocean
component. It is a level‐coordinate ocean model based on
the Parallel Ocean Program (POP) of the Los Alamos
National Laboratory [Smith et al., 2010]. The present ocean
model version, however, differs significantly from the one
described by Danabasoglu et al. [2006] used in the
CCSM3 simulations: the base code has been updated to
POP2 and many physical and numerical developments
have been incorporated. These improvements include the
near‐surface eddy flux parameterization of Ferrari et al.

[2008] as implemented by Danabasoglu et al. [2008];
the abyssal tidal mixing parameterization of St. Laurent et al.
[2002] as implemented by Jayne [2009]; the submesoscale
mixing parameterization of Fox‐Kemper et al. [2008a] as
implemented by Fox‐Kemper et al. [2008b]; modified
anisotropic horizontal viscosity coefficients with much lower
magnitudes than in CCSM3 [Jochum et al., 2008]; and
modified K‐Profile Parameterization (KPP) [Large et al.,
1994] that uses horizontally‐varying background vertical
diffusivity and viscosity coefficients that are generally larger
than in CCSM3 [see Jochum, 2009]. The model tracer
equations use the Gent and McWilliams [1990] isopycnal
transport parameterization with vertically‐varying thickness
and isopycnal diffusivity coefficients [Danabasoglu and
Marshall, 2007].
[24] We use the nominal 1° horizontal resolution version

of the ocean model described by Danabasoglu et al. [2006].
However, the number of vertical levels has been increased
from 40 levels in CCSM3 to 60 levels in the present version.
Most of this increase occurs in the upper ocean where the
resolution is uniform at 10 m in the upper 160 m. The reso-
lution increases to 250 m by a depth of about 3500 m, below
which it remains constant. The minimum and maximum
ocean depths are 30 and 5500 m, respectively. At the DS
source, entrainment, and product water depths, the vertical
grid resolution is about 40, 100, and 165–240m, respectively.
The corresponding vertical resolutions for the FBC are 85,
115, and 165–240 m.
[25] We have reexamined and modified the model bottom

topography, considering the needs of the overflow param-
eterization. However, because this was our first implemen-
tation, we took a very conservative approach in our
modifications some of which may not be necessary. These

Table 3. Same as in Table 2 Except for the FBC Overflow Propertiesa

Observations Observation Estimates From OFP OCN* CCSM*

Ts 0 Table of Observations from Legg et al. [2009]b −0.66 1.51 3.11
Ss 34.92 Table of Observations from Legg et al. [2009]b 34.90 34.97 35.28
rs 1028.07 Table of Observations from Legg et al. [2009]b 1028.06 1027.98 1028.10
Ms 1.8 Table of Observations from Legg et al. [2009]b 2.2 1.8 1.8

2.1 ± 0.2 Dye et al. [2007]
1.5–3.5 (2.4) Mauritzen et al. [2005]

Te – 6.02 6.69 9.10
Se – 35.14 35.24 35.76
re – 1027.66 1027.65 1027.70
Me 1.5 Table of Observations from Legg et al. [2009]b 0.5 0.1 0.4

(1.2) Mauritzen et al. [2005]c

(0.3) Mauritzen et al. [2005]d

Tp 3.3 Table of Observations from Legg et al. [2009]b 0.55 1.79 4.10
0–6 Mauritzen et al. [2005]

Sp 35.1 Table of Observations from Legg et al. [2009]b 34.94 34.98 35.36
34.9–35.15 Mauritzen et al. [2005]

rp 1027.9 Table of Observations from Legg et al. [2009]b 1028.03 1027.97 1028.06
Mp 3.3 Table of Observations from Legg et al. [2009]b 2.7 1.9 2.2

3.0–4.2 (3.6) Mauritzen et al. [2005]c

2.5–2.9 (2.7) Mauritzen et al. [2005]d

dp 3000 Table of Observations from Legg et al. [2009]b >3000 2187e 2187e

>2000 Mauritzen et al. [2005]

aThe numbers in parentheses represent the average transports.
bThe FBC data given in the Table of Observations in the work of Legg et al. [2009] are based on the field campaigns described by Mauritzen et al.

[2005].
cObtained at 100 km downstream of the sill.
dObtained at 150 km downstream of the sill.
eHere the top and the bottom depths of this level are 2075 and 2298 m, respectively.
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changes were made (1) to ensure that there are three or more
sidewall grid points at the same levels as the source,
entrainment, and product sites to satisfy numerical require-
ments, (2) to eliminate any isolated bowls or less than two
grid point channels inhibiting resolved flow in the vicinity
of the source and entrainment regions, and (3) to widen
some abyssal downstream choke points to allow deep
product water easier access to abyssal basins. Specifically,
for the DS, the region in the upstream vicinity of the source
was altered to reduce the deep fall‐off east of the sill. For the
FBC, the entire region from the Iceland‐Scotland ridge to
the actual geographic FBC was widened and flattened to
three grid‐point wide, and a small rise was placed on its
southerly edge to ensure prognostic flow would proceed in
the direction of the actual geographic FBC. Some widening
of a few regions in the deep product area was also done.
[26] The coupled simulations use a preliminary version of

the CCSM4. The atmospheric model is based on the nom-
inal 2° horizontal resolution, 26 vertical level, finite‐volume
dynamical core version of the Community Atmospheric
Model (CAM) described by Neale et al. [2008]. The current
version has some updated model physics, including a new
two‐moment bulk stratiform cloud microphysics scheme
[Gettelman et al., 2008; Morrison and Gettelman, 2008], a
modal aerosol model (MAM) [Ghan and Easter, 2006;
Ghan and Zaveri, 2007], and the Rapid Radiative Transfer
Model for General circulation models (RRTMG) [Iacono et
al., 2008; Mlawer et al., 1997]. The land model is the
Community Land Model version 4 (CLM4) [Oleson et al.,
2010] and shares the atmosphere’s horizontal grid. The
basic dynamics and thermodynamics of the sea ice model is
quite similar to that used in CCSM3 [Holland et al., 2006;
Briegleb et al., 2004]. It has been updated to the CICE4
model [Hunke and Lipscomb, 2008]. Improvements from
CCSM3 include the incorporation of a Delta‐Eddington
multiple scattering radiative transfer model [Briegleb and
Light, 2007] to simulate the interactions between solar
radiation and snow, sea ice, and melt ponds, and a param-
eterization for melt ponds that relates the pond volume to the
surface melt water flux (Bailey et al., personal communi-
cation). There are also improvements to the ridging
parameterization used in CCSM3, following Lipscomb et al.
[2007]. The sea‐ice model is on the same horizontal grid as
the ocean model.
[27] In uncoupled ocean integrations, the surface fluxes of

heat, salt, and momentum are computed using the bulk
forcing method described by Large et al. [1997] as updated
by Large and Yeager [2008]. We use the normal year
atmospheric forcing (NYF) data sets developed by Large
and Yeager [2004]. This data set consists of single annual
cycles of all the needed fields, and can be used repeatedly
without initiating any spurious transients. It has been
recently proposed as common atmospheric forcing data for
use in global ocean and ocean‐ice simulations, i.e., Coor-
dinated Ocean‐Ice Reference Experiments [Griffies et al.,
2009]. A weak salinity restoring to the PHC2 data with a
4 year time scale over the top 50 m is applied globally with
its global mean subtracted. We do not use an active sea‐ice
model in uncoupled ocean integrations. Instead, we pre-
scribe sea‐ice fraction using the observed daily climato-
logical data set from Comiso [1999].

[28] We performed four experiments. OCN and CCSM
are the uncoupled and coupled control cases, respectively,
without the overflow parameterization. The corresponding
simulations in which both the DS and FBC overflows are
parameterized are denoted as OCN* and CCSM*. All cases
were integrated for 170 years each, starting with the PHC2
January‐mean T and S climatology and zero velocity. We
note that although the integration length is not long enough
for deep waters to equilibrate, it is certainly sufficient to
assess the major impacts of the overflow parameterization.
Unless otherwise noted, our analysis is based on year 170
for OCN and OCN*, but due to inherent interannual vari-
ability in the coupled simulations, the time mean for years
141–170 is used for CCSM and CCSM*. In the following,
we compare OCN and OCN* solutions for verification of
the OFP, and use CCSM and CCSM* simulations to assess
its climate impacts.

5. Results

5.1. Time Evolution and Mean of the Parameterized
Overflow Properties

[29] All the exchanges in parameterized overflows depend
on the prognostic, i.e., time‐dependent, T and S fields that
themselves depend on atmospheric surface forcing and
ocean model physics. For example, the source and entrained
water densities and hence the final product water density
and penetration depth all depend on the evolving ambient
water properties. Therefore, it is important to show that the
simulations with this parameterization achieve stable solu-
tions, particularly in coupled climate experiments. This
success is demonstrated for the DS and FBC overflows in
Figures 3 and 4, respectively. Figures 3 and 4 present the
annual mean parameterized M, T, S, and dp time series from
OCN* and CCSM* in comparison with the corresponding
OFP values from Tables 2 and 3. In both simulations, the
initial overflow properties after the first few time steps, as
expected, are very similar to those of the OFP, but they
quickly change as the ocean fields evolve. In OCN*, this
initial adjustment period is about 20 years, and thereafter all
the time series remain rather steady. By construction, there
is no appreciable interannual variability with the NYF. The
source transport and its properties could but do not have any
significant drifts. However, there are small, but noticeable
drifts in Te and Se throughout the integration period which
are also reflected in Tp and Sp for both DS and FBC. In
contrast, in CCSM* a rapid 10–20 year adjustment is fol-
lowed by a longer adjustment period taking 70–80 years
with usually larger trends than in OCN*. Thereafter, the
solutions remain stable. With the exception of dp, the
CCSM* time series exhibit rich interannual variability.
These interannual fluctuations in T and S are largely cor-
related and density compensating. Therefore, changes in rp
are not large enough to trigger different dp after about year 60.
[30] At DS, the mean Ms, Me, and Mp are very similar in

OCN* and CCSM* (see also Table 2). The source transports
in both, 2.9 and 2.6 Sv, respectively, are within the obser-
vational ranges. As in OFP, the entrainment transports
remain lower than the observational estimates at about 0.8
and 0.7 Sv in OCN* and CCSM*, respectively. Conse-
quently, the resulting mean Mp values are also lower than in
observations, but in agreement with those of the OFP. We
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Figure 3. Time series of the annual mean DS overflow properties from OCN* (Figures 3a, 3c, 3e, and
3g) and CCSM* (Figures 3b, 3d, 3f, and 3h): (a, b) volume transports, (c, d) potential temperatures, (e, f)
salinities, and (g, h) product water depth. The source (SRC, dotted lines), entrainment (ENT, dashed
lines), and product (PRD, solid lines) properties are shown. The short line segments between the frames
indicate the corresponding OFP values from section 3 and Table 2.
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note a range of 2.8 ≤ Mp ≤ 4.2 Sv over the last 100 years in
CCSM*. The source and product water T and S in OCN* are
closer to their respective observational estimates than those
of CCSM*. In the latter, Ss = 35.20 and Sp = 35.28 psu are
much saltier, and Ts = 2.61 and Tp = 3.60°C are warmer than

those of either the observations, OFP, or OCN*. Similarly,
Te = 7.35°C and Se = 35.56 psu in CCSM* are much warmer
and saltier than in either OFP and OCN*. Consequently,
these density compensating T and S biases produce mean rs
and rp that are only somewhat larger than in observations,

Figure 4. Same as in Figure 3 except for the FBC overflow. OFP values are from Table 3.
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OFP, and OCN*. In spite of these differences and differ-
ences in the ambient water T and S discussed below, the
product waters are injected at a depth of 1969 m (level 46)
in both OCN* and CCSM*, consistent with the observa-
tional estimates.
[31] The FBC transports in OCN* and CCSM* display

very similar characteristics as the DS transports (Figures 4a
and 4b and Table 3): the mean FBC Ms, Me, and Mp are
comparable in OCN* and CCSM*; in both cases, mean Ms

is in good agreement with observational estimates; and in
both cases, Me and, consequently, Mp are lower than in ob-
servations. However, theMp range of 2.0 to 2.5 Sv in CCSM*
represents a smaller range than that of DS (Figures 3b and 4b).
As in the DS properties, the FBC source, entrainment, and
product T and S in OCN* are in much better agreement with
either observational estimates or OFP than those of CCSM*.
Again, in the latter, density‐compensating warm and salty

biases persist, but the resulting densities remain in agree-
ment with those of the observational estimates, OFP, and
OCN*. We note that Sp = 35.36 psu in CCSM* is even
larger than the relatively broad observational range. Similar
to the DS overflow, the product water properties and their
interannual variability mostly reflect those of the source
waters due to the low entrainment rates. As observed, the
FBC rp is larger than that of DS, with the product water
penetrating deeper to 2187 m (level 47) depth in both OCN*
and CCSM*. This penetration depth, however, is somewhat
shallower than the observational estimate given in Table 2
despite the larger‐than‐observed rp of the model solutions,
indicating the influence of the evolving ambient stratification.

5.2. Impacts of the OFP on the North Atlantic
Circulation

[32] Although the abyssal ocean takes far longer to
equilibrate in general, the features discussed here are well

Figure 5. Time mean meridional overturning circulation in the Atlantic Ocean. The transports include
the Eulerian mean and parameterized mesoscale and submesoscale contributions. The positive and neg-
ative (shaded regions) contours denote clockwise and counterclockwise circulations, respectively. The
contour interval is 4 Sv.
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established and the differences remain robust among cases
after only 70 to 100 years of integration. Arguably, the most
significant impact of the overflow parameterization is seen
in the AMOC given in Figure 5, clearly showing that the
NADW penetrates much deeper with the OFP than in the
control simulations. In Figure 5, the AMOC is plotted for
the total flow, i.e., Eulerian‐mean, parameterized mesoscale
and submesoscale eddy contributions are all included, but
the latter two are almost negligible. To quantify this major
improvement, we present comparisons of the model AMOC
profiles obtained at 26.5°N with the profile based on the
RAPID data in Figure 6. Such profiles represent the total
integrated transport between the surface and a given depth,
and they must equal zero at the model bottom by con-
struction in the absence of any mass sources and sinks at this
latitude. In addition, the negative and positive slopes indi-
cate northward and southward flows, respectively. Follow-
ing a common interpretation of such profiles, DAMOC is
defined as the depth where a profile indicates a zero
crossing, separating the NADW cell from that of the Ant-
arctic Bottom Water (AABW) occupying the deeper depth
levels. In OCN*, DAMOC = 4650 m is in remarkably good
agreement with the RAPID profile which has an interannual
range of 4200 ≤DAMOC ≤ 4500 m (Figure 6a). WithDAMOC =
2900 m, the NADW penetration depth is clearly much too
shallow in OCN. We also note that the OCN* transport
profile compares much more favorably with the RAPID
profile than that of OCN between 1000 and 4500 m depth.
The improvement in DAMOC appears to be rather robust as
evidenced also in coupled simulations (Figure 6b) where
DAMOC = 4100 m in CCSM* is deeper than that of CCSM
(DAMOC = 3200 m) in quite good agreement with the RAPID
data (DAMOC = 4350 m). The RAPID data show a mean
bottom northward transport of the AABW and a return flow
between DAMOC and 5250 m. This circulation is displaced to

much shallower depths in OCN and CCSM and is largely
missing in OCN* and CCSM*. The improved NADW pen-
etration depth with the OFP exposes deficiencies of the model
bottom topography in representing the Romanche and Vema
Fracture Zones through which the majority of the AABW
spreads into the North Atlantic.
[33] The maximum northward transports across 26.5N

differ very little between OCN and OCN*, i.e., 15.0 versus
15.6 Sv, respectively (Figure 6a). The corresponding
RAPID transport estimate has a mean of 18.7 Sv with a
standard deviation of ±5.6 Sv of daily estimates
[Cunningham et al., 2007], thus indicating that the model
transports are within this observed standard deviation range.
The corresponding transports are 20.0 and 20.5 Sv in CCSM
and CCSM*, respectively, both higher than in uncoupled
cases, but within the observational range. Although there is
little sensitivity of the above transports to the OFP, the
maximum NADW transport diminishes from 24.6 Sv in
OCN to 21.0 Sv in OCN* and from 32.8 Sv in CCSM to
27.8 Sv in CCSM* (Figure 5).
[34] The DAMOC differences between OCN and OCN*

discussed above primarily reflect the changes in the Deep
Western Boundary Current (DWBC) due to the OFP. To
show this striking impact of the OFP on the DWBC, we
present the horizontal velocity vectors in the northwestern
Atlantic at a depth of 3876 m from OCN and OCN* in
Figure 7. In OCN*, the flow out of the Labrador Sea basin
moves southward off of Grand Banks and continues its well
defined, southward path as the lower extension of a DWBC,
hugging the North American continent. In contrast, in OCN
the southward flowing DWBC is confined to shallower
depths (e.g., Figure 6a) and there is a northward flowing
current that becomes weaker, but still remains northward, as
it enters the Labrador Sea basin at 3876 m. These differ-
ences between the two cases in the DWBC have implica-

Figure 6. Time mean Atlantic meridional overturning circulation profiles at 26.5°N from (a) ocean‐only
and (b) coupled simulations in comparison with the 4 year mean RAPID data (April 2004 to April 2008).
The shading indicates the interannual variability range in the annual mean RAPID data over the 4 years.
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Figure 7. Time mean horizontal velocity at a depth of 3876 m from (a) OCN and (b) OCN*. Arrows and
colors give the flow direction and magnitude in cm s−1, respectively. Arrows are plotted only for speeds
larger than 0.2 cm s−1.

Figure 8. Time mean barotropic streamfunction (a) from OCN* and (b) its difference from OCN. The
contour intervals are 10 and 5 Sv in Figures 8a and 8b, respectively. In Figure 8a, he thick and thin
(shaded regions) lines indicate clockwise and counterclockwise circulations, respectively. In Figure 8b,
shading and thin lines denote negative differences. Red line segments in Figure 8a denote the transport
sections used in Table 4.
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tions for the near surface circulation patterns as well as the
depth integrated barotropic streamfunction (BSF) as shown
in Figure 8. Unfortunately, the more realistic DWBC depth
in OCN* adversely affects the Gulf Stream separation
location, extending it further north to Newfoundland. As
discussed by Yeager and Jochum [2009], the relationships
between the DWBC, Gulf Stream and North Atlantic Cur-
rent (NAC) separation, and Labrador Sea basin properties
are rather complex and improvements in any one aspect,
such as the DWBC depth, does not necessarily lead to
overall improvements in model solutions (see also Spall
[1996] for DWBC and Gulf Stream interaction). There is
an associated northward shift of the NAC in OCN* com-
pared to that of OCN. As a consequence, the Northern
Recirculation Gyre, which is already rather weak in OCN, is
absent in OCN*. Figure 8 also shows that the circulation
associated with the subpolar gyre is stronger in OCN* than
in OCN by as much as 10 Sv.
[35] Table 4 presents the time mean volume transports

normal to the 44°, 49.3°, and 69°W longitude lines chosen

to provide quantitative comparisons with the observational
transport estimates obtained approximately along these
sections (see red line segments in Figure 8). We note that
these sections are well downstream of the overflow sites and
that the transports are based on the resolved flows which
only indirectly include the contributions from the injected
parameterized product waters. At Cape Farewell, the west-
ward flow along the sloping bottom in OCN is rather anemic
below 2500 m depth, i.e., mostly less than 0.5 cm s−1 (not
shown). In contrast, this flow in OCN* is significantly
stronger with velocity magnitudes in excess of 5 cm s−1 (not
shown) and carries higher (by as much as 0.06 kg m−3)
density waters than in OCN. As a result of these larger
velocities in OCN*, the westward volume transport for s0 ≥
27.80 kg m−3 is 10.7 Sv, about twice as large as in OCN,
and compares much more favorably with the observational
estimate of 13.3 Sv from Dickson and Brown [1994]. At the
Labrador Sea exit at 49.3°W, both cases show southward
flow (not shown). However, in OCN*, the velocity magni-
tudes are broadly larger with especially stronger deep flows.
Again, these flows carry denser waters in OCN* than in
OCN by as much as 0.06 kg m−3. Table 4 clearly shows the
improvements in the volume transports with the OFP at this
section. In particular, the OCN* transport of 26.7 Sv is in
excellent agreement with the observational estimate of 26 ±
5 Sv for s0 ≥ 27.74 kg m−3 from Fischer et al. [2004].
Further south at 69°W section, in contrast with the north-
eastward flow of OCN below about 2500 m depth, a
southwestward flowing DWBC is clearly present in OCN*
(Figures 9a and 9b). Although this increases the south-
westward volume transport to 2 Sv in OCN* from 0.2 Sv in
OCN and represents a modest improvement, the transport
remains smaller than the observational estimate. We note
that there are no appreciable differences in deep densities
between the two cases at this section.

Table 4. Volume Transports in Sv Across the Sections Indicated
in Figure 8a

Case
44°W

Westward
49.3°W
Eastward

49.3°W s0 ≥
27.74 Eastward

69°W
Westward

OCN 5.3 3.5 17.3 0.2
OCN* 10.7 9.3 26.7 2.0
OBS 13.3 14.7 26±5 12.5

aExcept for the 49.3°W s0 ≥ 27.74 column, all transports are for s0 ≥
27.80 kg m−3. OBS represents observational estimates as follows: the
44°W section corresponds to the Cape Farewell transport from Dickson
and Brown [1994]; the 49.3°W and 69°W sections are approximations to
the 53°N and 70°W lines of Fischer et al. [2004] and Joyce et al. [2005]
lines, respectively. Approximate flow directions are also noted.

Figure 9. Time mean zonal velocity across 69°W in the North Atlantic from (a) OCN and (b) OCN*.
The thin contour lines (shaded regions) indicate westward flow. The contour levels are 0, ±0.5, ±1, ±2, ±3,
±4, ±5, ±10, ±15, and ±30 cm s−1. The dotted lines show the potential density (referenced to surface) with
a contour interval of 0.06 kg m–3 for s0 ≥ 27.68 kg m–3.
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5.3. Changes in the Ventilation and Tracer
Distributions in the Atlantic Basin

[36] To evaluate changes in oceanic ventilation time
scales resulting from the deeper penetration of the NADW
with the OFP, we consider the ideal age tracer [Thiele and
Sarmiento, 1990]. This tracer uses the same equations as
T and S, but increases by 1 for each model year. All cases
are initialized with zero age, and the ideal age tracer is set to
zero at the ocean surface. Thus, the regions of low venti-
lation have the oldest waters while the younger waters
indicate recent contact with the ocean surface. Figure 10
presents the time and zonal mean ideal age distributions
for the Atlantic and Arctic oceans from OCN* and CCSM*
in comparison with OCN and CCSM, respectively. The
difference distributions (Figures 10c and 10d) clearly show
the increased ventilation of the deep North Atlantic. Indeed,
the ideal ages are younger by up to 140 and 120 years,

respectively, in OCN* and CCSM* with the OFP compared
to the respective control cases. The upstream Nordic Sea and
Arctic basins ideal ages also get younger down to about
2000 m in OCN* and 3000 m in CCSM*.
[37] There are no measurements of ideal age, so to assess

if changes represent improvements, we next calculate the
root mean square (rms) model minus observations difference
profiles for T and S (Figure 11) downstream of the overflow
regions for the Labrador Sea, North Atlantic, and South
Atlantic, because the largest direct impacts of the OFP are
seen in these basins. Here, the Labrador Sea region is
bounded in the south and east roughly by the 50.5°N and
46°W lines, respectively; the North Atlantic basin is north of
the equator, excluding the Labrador Sea and Greenland‐
Iceland‐Norwegian (GIN) seas; and the South Atlantic basin
extends south from the equator to about 34°S. We note that
because the North and South Atlantic basins represent 11%
and 7% of the global ocean volume, respectively, any T and

Figure 10. Time and zonal mean ideal age for the Atlantic and Arctic oceans, including the Labrador
and GIN seas: (a) from OCN*, (b) from CCSM*, (c) OCN*‐OCN difference, and (d) CCSM*‐CCSM
difference. The contour interval is 20 years. The thin lines and shading indicate negative differences
(Figures 10c and 10d).
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Figure 11. Root mean square (rms) model‐observations difference profiles for time mean potential
temperature (Figures 11a, 11c, and 11e) and salinity (Figures 11b, 11d, and 11f) in the (a, b) Labrador Sea,
(c, d) North Atlantic, and (e, f) South Atlantic.
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S changes in these basins indicate larger contributions to
their global integrals compared to comparable magnitude
changes in the Labrador Sea, accounting for <0.3% of the
global ocean volume. Figure 11 shows that the rms differ-
ences are much smaller in the uncoupled simulations than in
the coupled cases at all depths except at around 1000 m
depth in the South Atlantic. The larger rms error suggests
deficiencies in the coupled model surface fluxes.

[38] In these basins, there are significant improvements in
T throughout most of the water column in OCN* compared
to OCN (Figures 11a, 11c, and 11e). In particular, between
1500 and 4000 m depth in the North Atlantic and within
1000–3500 m depth in the South Atlantic, the depth ranges
that include pathways of the injected overflow waters, the
OCN* rms differences are much smaller than in OCN. For
example, they are reduced from 0.52 to 0.14°C in the North

Figure 12. Time mean model minus observations (OBS) difference distributions at a depth of 2649 m
for the Atlantic Ocean from the uncoupled simulations: (a) OCN‐OBS potential temperature, (b) OCN*‐
OBS potential temperature, (c) OCN‐OBS salinity, and (d) OCN*‐OBS salinity differences. OBS repre-
sents a blending of the Levitus et al. [1998] and Steele et al. [2001] data sets. The potential temperature
and salinity units are °C and psu, respectively.
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Atlantic and from 0.43 to 0.10°C in the South Atlantic at a
depth of 2649 m. In comparison to CCSM, there are also
substantial improvements in the Labrador Sea, North
Atlantic, and South Atlantic especially at the product water
depth ranges in CCSM*. Again, at a depth of 2649 m, the
rms T differences are reduced from 1.59 to 1.31°C in the
North Atlantic and from 1.28 to 0.93°C in the South
Atlantic.
[39] The salinity rms errors are already rather small in

OCN at depth (Figures 11b, 11d, and 11f). In OCN*, there
are further improvements in the Labrador Sea, and no

appreciable differences occur elsewhere. In CCSM*, while
there are some improvements in the South Atlantic, the
signal is mixed in the Labrador Sea and North Atlantic. For
example, in the latter basin, the CCSM* rms improves
between 1000 and 2500 m depth, but is worse farther down.
[40] As typical examples of the impacts of the OFP on the

spatial distributions of T and S at the product water pathway
levels in the Atlantic Ocean, we show their distributions at a
depth of 2649 m from OCN and OCN* in comparison with
observations in Figure 12. The warm bias of OCN has been
uniformly reduced in OCN*. Indeed, for the Atlantic Basin at

Figure 13. Same as in Figure 12 except from the coupled simulations.
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this depth, including its Southern Ocean sector and the Lab-
rador Sea, we calculate the mean differences from observa-
tions as 0.42 and 0.01°C for OCN and OCN*, respectively.
Similarly, the OFP reduces the model‐observations rms bias
from 0.48°C in OCN to 0.20°C in OCN*. Arguably, the
largest effects of the OFP on T are revealed in the northern
North Atlantic, particularly in the Labrador Sea and around
the Grand Banks where the OCN warm bias of >1.1°C is
reduced to about 0.1°C in OCN*, consistent with the altered
DWBC flow in the latter. In S, the uniform, but small salty
bias of OCNwith amean of 0.020 psu is now a small, uniform

fresh bias of the same magnitude in OCN* (Figures 12c
and 12d). Similarly, the rms differences from observations
remain identical at 0.034 psu in both cases. As in T, there are
important reductions in the salinity errors in the northern
North Atlantic, especially in the Labrador Sea where the
salty bias of >0.05 psu in OCN is virtually eliminated in
OCN*. Substantial reductions of the warm and salty biases
that exist in OCN in the vicinity of the Brazil‐Malvinas
confluence region are largely due to the southward flow of
the colder and fresher overflow waters in OCN*, indicating
their remote influences.

Figure 14. Same as in Figure 12 except at a depth of 409 m.
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[41] The corresponding distributions from CCSM and
CCSM* are presented in Figure 13. In CCSM*, the Atlantic
Basin is uniformly colder and fresher than in CCSM, thus
producing more favorable comparisons with observations.
Indeed, the mean differences from observations are reduced
from 1.29°C in CCSM to 1.02°C in CCSM*. Similarly, the
model‐observations rms is down from 1.39°C in CCSM to
1.13°C in CCSM*. These represent about 20% improve-
ments in both measures. The mean and rms salinity differ-
ences from observations are about 0.187 and 0.215 psu,
respectively, in CCSM* indicating about 10% reduction in
these measures compared to those of CCSM. Particularly in
the northern North Atlantic, the T and S biases are lower by
up to 1°C and 0.04 psu in CCSM* than in CCSM. Despite
these improvements in CCSM*, however, the T and S biases
in coupled simulations still remain much larger than in
uncoupled cases (Figure 12 versus Figure 13).
[42] The impacts of the upper‐ocean circulation changes

on the model T and S distributions with the OFP are given in
Figure 14 in comparison with the observations, considering
only the uncoupled simulations. These are obtained at a
depth of 409 m, a level at which some of the compensating
upper‐ocean inflow from the North Atlantic into the Nordic
Sea occurs. Figure 14 shows that most of the changes are
confined to the north of 20°N, especially along the NAC
path and in the Subpolar Gyre. In comparison with OCN,
there are significant reductions of the most prominent cold
and fresh biases that occupy much of the North Atlantic
between 80°W–15°W and 20°N–60°N in OCN*. For
example, the minimum cold bias diminishes from −7.9°C in
OCN to −6.1°C in OCN*. Unfortunately, these improve-
ments occur at the expense of new warm and salty biases
along a narrow path just off the North American coast,
southeast of Grand Banks, due to more northward penetra-
tion of the Gulf Stream with the OFP. There are >0.6°C and

>0.1 psu bias reductions in the Labrador Sea with the OFP.
The Nordic Sea, in general, gets warmer and saltier. While
the former creates further departures from observed, the
latter represents an improvement. We calculate the mean T
and S differences from observations for the North Atlantic
between 20°N–80°N as −0.70 versus −0.08°C and −0.056
versus 0.024 psu for OCN and OCN*, respectively. The
corresponding model‐observations rms values are 2.39
versus 1.76°C and 0.277 versus 0.229 psu for OCN and
OCN*, respectively. All these mean and rms differences
indicate modest improvements in model solutions at this
depth with the OFP.
[43] Figure 15 presents the total northward heat transport

(NHT) in the Atlantic Ocean from all cases in comparison
with the implied transport from Large and Yeager [2008]
calculated using the CORE interannual fluxes for the
1984–2006 period. Both OCN* and CCSM* show larger
NHT at nearly all latitudes than in the corresponding control
experiments. Particularly in OCN*, this increase signifi-
cantly improves the comparison with the implied transport
estimate. The maximum NHT increases from 0.90 PW in
OCN to 0.98 PW in OCN* and from 1.04 PW in CCSM to
1.08 PW in CCSM*. These represent about 10% and 4%
increases in the transports with the OFP in uncoupled and
coupled cases, respectively. In comparison with the control
experiments, the larger NHT with the OFP occurs despite
the lower NADW maximum transports, and it is primarily
due to the increased potential temperature contrast between
the upper‐ and deep ocean in both OCN* and CCSM*. For
example, the northward branch of the NADW cell transports
warmer (Figure 14) waters while its southward branch ad-
vects colder (Figure 12) waters in OCN* in comparison with
OCN. Secondary contributions to the increased NHT come
from slightly higher NADW transports south of about 30°N
in the overflow cases compared to the corresponding control
experiments.

5.4. Climate Impacts of the OFP

[44] The climate impact of the OFP will be through
changes in SSTs, subsequently impacting the air‐sea fluxes
in the North Atlantic and thus affecting the overlaying
atmosphere. Following Large and Danabasoglu [2006], the
SST and surface heat flux (SHF) coupling strength, C, can
be written as

C ¼ @SHF

@SST
¼ � 5þ 4Vð Þ ð8Þ

whereV is the wind speed inm s−1.C is typically 30Wm−2°C−1

in uncoupled experiments, representing a 30 W m−2 increase
(decrease) in SHF for a SST decrease (increase) of 1°C.
However, in coupled simulations, C is about half of the
above value because changes in near‐surface air temperature
and humidity usually produce compensating changes in the
SHF response.
[45] We show the time mean SST and SHF distributions

in the North Atlantic from CCSM* along with their differ-
ences from those of CCSM and observational data sets in
Figure 16. Figure 16c reveals that significant CCSM*‐
CCSM SST differences are confined to the north of 30°N.
The largest differences (>5°C) occur off the North American
coast and are associated with the northward displacement of

Figure 15. Time mean northward heat transport in the
Atlantic Ocean. The transports include the Eulerian mean
and parameterized mesoscale and submesoscale advective
contributions. The dotted line denoted by LY represents
implied transport calculated by Large and Yeager [2008]
with shading showing the implied transport range in indi-
vidual years.
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Figure 16. Time mean (a) sea surface temperature (SST) and (b) surface heat flux (SHF) from CCSM*.
Their respective differences from (c, d) CCSM and (e, f) observationally based data sets are given. The
SST and SHF units are °C and W m−2, respectively. The zero contour lines are shown. OBS and LY refer
to the Hurrell et al. [2008] and Large and Yeager [2004] data sets, respectively.
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the NAC in CCSM* compared to that of CCSM (not
shown). This positive difference region extends in a north-
easterly direction to the middle of the Atlantic basin. The
CCSM* SSTs are also warmer than in CCSM in the Nordic
Sea. Particularly along a band between Iceland and Spits-
bergen, SSTs are warmer by more than 1°C, exceeding 2°C
just south of Spitsbergen and 3.5°C just east of Iceland.
Elsewhere north of 30°N, the SSTs are generally cooler in
CCSM* than in CCSM, locally reaching 1°C only in a
couple of regions. The CCSM*‐CCSM SHF difference
distributions (Figure 16d) clearly indicate that the SHF
largely responds to the above SST changes and acts to
dampen them. For example, off the North American coast,
the SHF reduces by more than 140 W m−2 to diminish the
warmer SSTs there, implying a large coupling strength of
about −25 W m−2°C−1. Even stronger coupling of about C =
−40 W m−2°C−1 occurs in the regions with −1°C SST dif-
ferences. We note that in a few small regions, e.g., south-
west of Spitsbergen, northern Labrador Sea, and west of the
Iberian Peninsula, the coupling reverses sign and the SHF
changes actually reinforce the SST changes. This implies
remote effects of oceanic changes on the atmosphere.
Figures 16e and 16f present the CCSM* SST and SHF
differences, respectively, from the corresponding observa-
tionally based data sets. With the exception of the warmer
SSTs and the associated negative SHF difference off the
North American coast, these comparisons represent im-
provements, i.e., reducing coupled model biases, compared
to the solutions from CCSM. Despite these improvements,
the model‐observations SST and SHF differences still
remain large.
[46] The SST changes with the OFP discussed above lead

to the sea level pressure (SLP) differences between CCSM*
and CCSM given in Figure 17. The SLP difference has a
pattern reminiscent of the negative phase of the North
Atlantic Oscillation, but with much weaker magnitudes. In
response to the warmer SSTs off the North American coast
in CCSM*, the SLP is reduced by more than 1 mbar. These
differences in the SLP diminish the strength of the time
mean westerly wind stress in the 45°–60°N latitude band in
the North Atlantic by up to 15% in CCSM* compared to
that of CCSM (not shown). In contrast, the lower SLP off

the North American coast enhances the southwesterly wind
stress in the western Atlantic basin by about 30% in CCSM*
(not shown). We note that during the winter months, there
are larger magnitude SLP differences between CCSM* and
CCSM poleward of 30° in both hemispheres. These differ-
ences are particularly large in the North Pacific and North
Atlantic storm track regions (exceeding −2 mbar) and north
of Siberia (exceeding +4 mbar).
[47] In the coupled cases, the subtropical and subpolar

gyre circulations are about 10 Sv larger than in the uncoupled
experiments presented in Figure 8. However, the BSF dif-
ference distributions for CCSM*‐CCSM have very similar
patterns to those of OCN*‐OCN as shown in Figure 8b.
Nevertheless, there are some differences in magnitudes, i.e.,
the positive difference regions along the NAC and south of
Iceland are generally larger by more than 5 Sv and the
negative difference region is slightly weaker by a few Sv in
the vicinity of 35°W, 50°N in the CCSM*‐CCSM differ-
ences than in the OCN*‐OCN differences. Therefore, we
conclude that the changes in the oceanic barotropic circu-
lation are primarily due to the effects of the OFP on the deep
ocean currents and that the wind stress changes play a
secondary role.
[48] We finally show the time mean Northern Hemisphere

sea ice concentrations from CCSM* and CCSM along with
their differences in Figure 18. The largest differences,
indicating a loss of sea ice, occur in the Nordic Sea and are
due to the warmer SSTs in that region with the OFP. The
resulting sea ice distribution compares more favorably with
the observations as indicated by the 10% observational
contour line. In particular, much too extensive sea ice just
east of Iceland is reduced in CCSM*. The sea ice in the
Arctic Ocean is mostly thinner in CCSM* than in CCSM by
4–20 cm, partly due to warmer surface air temperatures in
CCSM* (not shown).

6. Summary and Discussions

[49] A new overflow parameterization of density‐driven
flows through ocean ridges via narrow, unresolved channels
has been developed and successfully implemented in the
CCSM4 ocean component. This parameterization represents

Figure 17. Time mean sea level pressure (a) from CCSM* and (b) its difference from CCSM plotted on
the atmospheric grid. The contour intervals are 4 and 0.25 mbar in Figure 17a and 17b, respectively. In
Figure 17b, shading and thin lines denote negative differences.
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exchanges through narrow straits and channels, associated
entrainment, and subsequent injection of overflow product
waters into the abyssal basins. These overflow physics have
been largely absent in today’s OGCMs used in climate
studies, because their explicit representation is prohibitively
expensive, requiring fine resolutions both in the horizontal
and vertical. Furthermore, the flows over staircase topog-
raphy in a level coordinate model tend to have excessive
convective entrainment, resulting in deep waters that are too
light and that remain too shallow. Thus, even if a model
with a cold Nordic Sea produces the densest possible source
waters, the product water properties and injection depth will
be quite different than observed due to poorly represented
mixing. The present overflow parameterization (OFP) is
based on the Marginal Sea Boundary Condition (MSBC)

scheme of Price and Yang [1998]. However, there are sig-
nificant differences between the two. These include calcu-
lations of the overflow properties that are based on the
evolving model state and a new treatment of the baroclinic
and barotropic momentum and continuity equations.
[50] We have investigated the impacts of the parameter-

ized Denmark Strait (DS) and Faroe Bank Channel (FBC)
overflows on the ocean circulation and climate, particularly
focusing on the Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation
(AMOC) and the North Atlantic climate. We consider two
uncoupled and two fully coupled simulations. Each set
consists of one case with the OFP and a control integration
without it. The uncoupled and coupled simulations produce
stable overflow properties. In both, the DS and FBC source
volume transports are within the range of observed esti-

Figure 18. Time mean Northern Hemisphere sea ice concentration (% of grid area) from (a) CCSM* and
(b) CCSM. (c) The CCSM*‐CCSM difference distribution is given. In Figures 18a and 18b, the 10% con-
centration contours taken from Special Sensor Microwave Imager data [Cavalieri et al., 1996] are also
shown as thick black lines.
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mates. The entrainment volume transports remain lower
than observed, leading to similarly lower product volume
transports in comparison with observational estimates. Due
to low entrainment, the product water properties largely
reflect those of the source waters. The overflow temperature
and salinity properties are in better agreement with ob-
servations in the uncoupled case than in the coupled simu-
lation, reflecting surface flux differences in the latter. For
the DS, the product water injection depth of 1969 m in both
uncoupled and coupled simulations is in very good agree-
ment with observational estimates. The FBC injection depth
of 2187 m in both cases is lower than in observations.
[51] The most significant impact of the OFP is the sub-

stantial reduction of the chronic shallow DAMOC problem
associated with the NADW penetration depth in level
coordinate models. For example, DAMOC = 4650 m in un-
coupled OFP case is in excellent agreement with the 4200 ≤
DAMOC ≤ 4500 m range from the RAPID data. In contrast,
DAMOC remains at 2900 m without the OFP. This
improvement is due to the deeper penetration of the south-
ward flowing Deep Western Boundary Current (DWBC)
with the OFP and elimination of poleward flow. Associated
with these improvements, the abyssal ventilation rates and
the northward heat transport increase in the North Atlantic.
The latter improves comparisons with observations, partic-
ularly in the uncoupled simulation. In the uncoupled case
with the OFP, the warm bias of the control simulation in the
deep North Atlantic has been substantially reduced. There
are noticeable reductions also in the salinity biases in the
northern North Atlantic in this case. Similar, but more
modest bias reductions occur in the deep temperature and
salinity distributions especially in the northern North
Atlantic in the coupled OFP case compared to its control
simulation.
[52] The coupled simulations show the climate impacts of

the OFP through changes in the SSTs. In particular, the
SSTs are warmer by >5°C off the North American coast and
by >1°C in the Nordic Sea with the OFP. The surface heat
flux changes mostly act to reduce these SST changes and
exceed 140 W m−2 off the North American coast. There are
related changes in the sea level pressure, leading to about
15% weaker westerly wind stress in the northern North
Atlantic. In response to the warmer Nordic Sea SSTs, there
are reductions in the sea ice extent, improving comparisons
with observations. The top of the atmospheric model heat
flux imbalance is 0.38 W m−2 in the control coupled simu-
lation. It is reduced to 0.24 W m−2 with the OFP. Neverthe-
less, the Arctic surface air temperatures are warmer in the
OFP case, contributing to slightly thinner sea ice in the Arctic
Ocean compared to the control case.
[53] The subtropical and subpolar gyre circulation differ-

ences between the overflow and control cases are very
similar in the uncoupled and coupled simulations. The Gulf
Stream and North Atlantic Current paths are displaced
northward with the OFP. As a consequence, the Northern
Recirculation Gyre, already rather weak in the control cases,
is absent in the overflow cases. Because this behavior is
present in both uncoupled and coupled experiments, we
believe that it is primarily due to the deep ocean circulation
changes resulting from the parameterized overflows. Given

the complex relationships between the Gulf Stream, North
Atlantic Current, DWBC, and Labrador Sea basin properties,
such degradations of some aspects of the barotropic circula-
tion, despite significant improvements in the deep North
Atlantic and Labrador Sea circulations, is not surprising.
[54] The major discrepancy with observations is the low

entrainment rates even when the observed ocean state is
used in the OFP equations. Modifications of some of the
input parameters can certainly boost the entrainment volume
transports, making them comparable to observations.
Unfortunately, prognostic model simulations with such
changed parameters eventually produced much shallower
product water depths due to lighter product water densities
in our experience. In this work, we remained faithful to the
end‐point entrainment model and did not explore the impacts
of larger or multiple entrainment regions on the entrainment
rates. Furthermore, recent studies by Lauderdale et al. [2008]
and Cenedese and Adduce [2010] indicate entrainment oc-
curring over long distances, i.e., between the Denmark Strait
and Cape Farewell, at subcritical Froude numbers can
increase the entrained volume transport. This is in addition
to the entrainment occurring near the sill. It is also unclear
how some recent parameterizations [e.g., Jackson et al.,
2008; Ilicak et al., 2008a, 2008b; Cenedese and Adduce,
2010] would perform in comparison with the OFP in
global OGCM simulations in which the parameterizations
interact with continuously evolving ocean states. Explora-
tion of these factors as well as comparisons with other
parameterizations, however, are beyond the scope of the
present study.
[55] Along with the Labrador Sea deep convection, the

DS and FBC overflow waters supply the NADW, directly
affecting the AMOC. At present, there is intense interest in
the AMOC and its variability, largely due to potential pre-
dictability of its variations on decadal time scales. This is
based on coupled modeling studies, showing prominent
decadal variability in their AMOCs. However, a proper
representation of the Nordic Sea overflows is either com-
pletely absent or rather ad hoc in these models. Therefore,
how these overflows impact the AMOC variability is an
open question. Indeed, our preliminary simulations with
CCSM4 indicate muted AMOC variability with the OFP
due to its stabilizing effects.

Appendix A: Summary of the OFP

[56] In this appendix, we present a general summary of the
OFP and refer to Briegleb et al. [2010] for further details of
the equations and their derivations as well as our particular
model implementation and model time stepping. In addition,
we only define new variables and refer to section 2 and
Table 1 for the definitions of the others. The OFP consists of
two parts: (1) calculation of the overflow properties based on
the evolving oceanmodel state, and (2) OGCMmodifications
of the model boundary conditions, equations, and bottom
topography.

A1. Calculation of the Overflow Properties

[57] The overflows are driven by the density difference at
the sill depth between a Nordic Sea source, rs, and the
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Atlantic Ocean interior density, ri, as expressed by the
source reduced gravity

gs
0 ¼ �s � �i

�0
g: ðA1Þ

An equation of state is then used to compute ri and rs at the
sill depth:

�i ¼ � Ti; Si; dsð Þ; �s ¼ � Ts; Ss; dsð Þ: ðA2Þ

Here, T and S represent volume‐average potential temper-
ature and salinity, respectively, over the horizontal regions
shown in Figure 2. at the level containing the sill depth grid.
[58] As long as g′s > 0 source overflow transport will

occur. Assuming that Ws is greater than the radius of
deformation and the return flow is not geometrically con-
strained, following Whitehead et al. [1974], Ms is obtained
using the expression for rotating, hydraulically controlled
maximum geostrophic flow through a strait

Ms ¼ gs0h2u
2f

¼ 9

8

gs0h2s
f

; ðA3Þ

In (A3), hu is the upstream source thickness, and following
Whitehead et al. [1974], hs is calculated from hu as

hs ¼ 2

3
hu: ðA4Þ

Assuming a rectangular cross sectional area with height hs
and width Ws at the strait exit, an associated source speed,
Us, can be evaluated

Us ¼ Ms

hsWs
: ðA5Þ

As the source water accelerates down the continental slope,
it spreads in width and thins. Near the shelf‐slope break, it
entrains ambient waters of the Atlantic Ocean. These pro-
cesses are parameterized using the end‐point model of an
entraining, rotating density current developed by Price and
Baringer [1994]. The entrainment is driven by the entrain-
ment reduced gravity given by

ge
0 ¼ �s

0 � �e
�0

g; ðA6Þ

where

�s
0 ¼ � Ts; Ss; deð Þ; �e ¼ � Te; Se; deð Þ; ðA7Þ

with r′s and re are the source and entrainment region den-
sities, respectively, both computed at de, using volume‐
average T and S for the corresponding lateral regions shown
in Figure 2. As long as Ms > 0 and g′e > 0 entrainment can
occur.
[59] At the shelf break, the flow is assumed to have a

characteristic speed governed by geostrophic balance

Ugeo ¼ ge0�
f

: ðA8Þ

The average flow speed between the channel exit and the
shelf break point is then given by

Uavg ¼ 0:5 Us þ Ugeo

� �
: ðA9Þ

The spreading is assumed to increase linearly with distance
from the sill such that when the source water reaches the
shelf break it has width Wssb given by

Wssb ¼ Ws þ 2Kgeoxssb ðA10Þ

with the Ekman number, Kgeo, specified by the ratio of
bottom drag to Coriolis force over downslope flow

Kgeo ¼ CdUavg

0:5f hs þ hgeo
� � : ðA11Þ

At the shelf break, the thickness is given by

hgeo ¼ UshsWs

UgeoWssb
: ðA12Þ

Our particular definition of Kgeo in (A11) follows the dis-
cussion given by Wu et al. [2007] and is based on Uavg and
the average of thicknesses at the sill and at the shelf break, i.e.,
0.5(hs + hgeo). Equations (A10–A12) can be solved simulta-
neously for hgeo.
[60] A geostrophic Froude number, Fgeo, for the entrain-

ment mixing at the shelf‐break is defined as

Fgeo ¼ Ugeo=
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
g0
ehgeo

q
ðA13Þ

from which an entrainment parameter, #, representing the
ratio of entrained to product water volume transports, can be
evaluated as

# ¼ Me

Mp
¼ 1� F�2=3

geo : ðA14Þ

For g′e ≤ 0 or Fgeo ≤ 1, Me = 0. Given Ms, Me can be cal-
culated using

Me ¼ Ms
#

1� #
¼ Ms F2=3

geo � 1
� �

: ðA15Þ

Using volume conservation, the product volume transport is
then

Mp ¼ Ms þMe: ðA16Þ

Finally, from tracer conservation, the product water poten-
tial temperature and salinity are calculated using

Tp ¼ Ts 1� #ð Þ þ Te#; Sp ¼ Ss 1� #ð Þ þ Se#: ðA17Þ

A2. OGCM Modifications

[61] In POP [see Smith et al., 2010], the model variables
are discretized on the Arakawa B grid [Arakawa and Lamb,
1977] in the horizontal in which the tracers and horizontal
velocity components are located at the cell centers and
corners, respectively. In the following, we refer to these as T
grid and U grid. As in many other ocean models [c.f.,
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Griffies et al., 2004], POP also employs a baroclinic‐baro-
tropic split method to solve the momentum equations. With
this split, the total velocity is written as

u ¼ u0 þ U ðA18Þ

where u′ and U are the baroclinic and barotropic velocities,
respectively. They are defined by

U ¼ 1

H þ �

Z �

�H
udz;

1

H þ �

Z �

�H
u0dz ¼ 0: ðA19Þ

In (A19), z is the vertical coordinate, positive upward, h is
the free surface displacement relative to z = 0, and H is the
depth at the U grid points.
[62] We assume that the side wall overflow velocities

represent the total velocity u. For those U grid columns
where these overflow velocities occur, H must be extended
downward to the bottom of the vertical grid level where the
overflow velocities are actually specified to be consistent
with the definitions in (A19). This must be done for source,
entrainment, and product columns. The new depth is given
by

H 0 ¼ H þ SDz ðA20Þ

where Dz denotes the vertical level thicknesses and the
summation is done for the side wall heights from H down to
the bottom of the overflow level. To avoid complications
arising from moving product water injection locations, we
change H to H′ at all Np product water sites. If the overflow
level is several vertical grid levels below H, the thicknesses
of the levels in between are included in this summation.
These in‐between levels are assumed to have u = 0. Thus,
we replace H with H′ in all model equations where appro-
priate, including any relevant vertical integrals. For exam-
ple, (A19) becomes

U ¼ 1

H 0 þ �

Z �

�H 0
udz;

1

H 0 þ �

Z �

�H 0
u0dz ¼ 0: ðA21Þ

As described by Smith et al. [2010], POP first solves the
momentum equations, without including the surface pres-
sure gradient, for an auxiliary velocity u′*, giving us u′*
between −H ≤ z ≤ h. The relationship between this inter-
mediate velocity and u′ is

u0 ¼ u0* � 1

H 0 þ �

Z �

�H 0
u0* dz ¼ u0* � u0*: ðA22Þ

Our assumption of u = 0 at the side walls between H and any
overflow velocity levels leads to u′ = −U at these in‐between
levels. Similarly, because u = uOVF, we have u′ = uOVF − U
at all the overflow velocity locations. Here, u = uOVF is a
generic variable used to indicate the overflow velocities. So,
knowing U (see below), u′* between −H ≤ z ≤ h, and u′
between −H′ ≤ z < −H, we use (A21) and (A22) to obtain an
equation for u0* for the entire column

u0* ¼ 1

H

Z �

�H
u0* dzþ

Z �H

�H 0
u0 dz

� �
: ðA23Þ

We then evaluate u′ using (A22) for −H ≤ z ≤ h. This pro-
cess results in local volume conservation, consistent with the
imposed overflow velocities, for the T grid columns to the
immediate upstream (to the right in Figure 1) of the source
and to the immediate downstream (to the left in Figure 1) of
the entrainment and product locations.
[63] These velocity modifications obviously impact the

horizontal velocity divergences, thus destroying the local
volume conservation, at the T grid columns immediately
downstream (to the left in Figure 1) of the source and
immediately upstream (to the right in Figure 1) of the
entrainment and product injection sites. For example, the T
grid column above the raised sill has a nonzero vertical
velocity at the bottom of the column. The magnitudes of
these imbalances are equal to the volume transports asso-
ciated with the source, entrainment, and product waters for
each affected column. Therefore, we modify the vertically
integrated continuity equation for these columns to account
for these transports and thus enforce continuity, viz.,

@�

@t
þr � H 0 þ �ð ÞU � qw � �OVF

MOVF

DA
¼ 0 ðA24Þ

where t is time, qw is the freshwater flux, dOVF is 1 for the
affected columns and 0 elsewhere, MOVF represents either
Ms, Me, or Mp, and DA is the appropriate surface area of the
affected T grid columns. (A24) together with the vertically
integrated momentum equation are then used to compute
both h and U. It is important to reiterate here that the last
term on the left hand side of (A24) accounts for the changes
in the horizontal velocity divergences within a specified T
grid column and it should not be viewed as mass (volume)
injections/extractions from either the surface or the ocean
bottom.
[64] The changes in the tracer equations are relatively

straightforward compared to the momentum equations.
Specifically, the advection algorithms are modified to
incorporate the nonhomogeneous flux boundary conditions
at the overflow sites. By construction, this process conserves
all tracers.

Appendix B: Summary of Observed DS and FBC
Overflow Properties

[65] Some observational estimates of the DS and FBC
overflow properties are given in Tables 2 and 3, respec-
tively. We mostly rely on the Table of Observations (TO)
presented in Legg et al. [2009] for T, S, and r. This TO
represents a collection of existing observations of gravity
currents. For volume transports, we report estimates from
various sources to particularly stress observational uncer-
tainty and temporal and spatial variabilities as shown by
some recent observational studies. Such variability
undoubtedly exists in T and S as well, but only a few of the
observational values are also included in Tables 2 and 3.
The transport estimates from different sources can be based
on different methods and different density criterion, thus
further contributing to the differences between the estimates.
For example,Ms = 2.1 ± 0.2 Sv given in Table 3 for the FBC
from Dye et al. [2007] is based on the observed velocity
field from the bottom to the level at which the velocity has
one half of its maximum value [see also Hansen and
Osterhus, 2007]. When they use only the volume flux of
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water denser than 1027.8 kg m−3, the estimate becomesMs =
1.9 ± 0.3 Sv. We note that observational studies usually
provide only the source and product water properties as the
entrainment properties are very difficult to measure. We
calculate the Me estimates given in Tables 2 and 3 as the
implied transports based on the differences between obser-
vational estimates of Mp and Ms.
[66] Recent studies by Macrander et al. [2005] and

Macrander et al. [2007] find that the DS Ms varies between
2.6 and 3.8 Sv, suggesting significant interannual variability
in contrast with some previous studies [e.g., Dickson and
Brown, 1994]. Macrander et al. [2005] also report a large
Ts range of −0.4 ≤ Ts ≤ 0.7°C. We note that our OFP cal-
culations indicate that this range in Ts can account for a
range of Ms variability from 2.8 to 3.4 Sv, assuming nothing
else changes. Some evidence for spatial and temporal vari-
ability of the entrainment and subsequent product water
transports can be found in Figure 11 of Girton and Sanford
[2003]. Starting with a mean Ms = 2.7 Sv, their downstream
sliding mean estimates show Mp = 3.9 Sv at about 180 km
downstream of the sill. This implies an entrainment trans-
port of only 1.2 Sv. Both of these Me and Mp estimates are
lower than the TO and Dickson and Brown [1994] Me and
Mp of 2.3 and 5.2 Sv, respectively.
[67] Using repeat section measurements in the FBC,

Mauritzen et al. [2005] show that the source water transport
varies considerably, i.e., 1.5 ≤Ms ≤ 3.5 Sv, with a meanMs =
2.4 Sv. This range certainly includes the other Ms estimates
listed in Table 3. The westernmost section located at 150 km
downstream of the sill shows that the product water trans-
port ranges between 2.5–2.9 Sv with a mean Mp = 2.7 Sv in
Mauritzen et al. [2005]. This Mp implies a mean Me of only
0.3 Sv. In contrast, the section located at 100 km down-
stream of the sill has 3.0 ≤ Mp ≤ 4.2 Sv with a mean Mp =
3.6 Sv. These measurements clearly reveal the large vari-
ability in these transports, exposing the difficulties in cap-
turing such variability in some observational studies, using
short records only at a few locations. The ranges of 0 ≤ Tp ≤
6°C and 34.9 ≤ Sp ≤ 35.15 psu given in Mauritzen et al.
[2005] are broad enough to include the other respective
estimates. We note, however, that a recent observational
study by Dye et al. [2007] finds much smaller variability in
their estimates of the FBCMs in contrast withMauritzen et al.
[2005].
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